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Fall is upon us and there is a definite chill in the air. As we move from fall into winter, serving nutritious meals that are hearty and filling becomes a priority. Let’s face it. We are all looking for comfort food that is warm, easy to prepare and filling. Think soups with a side of cheese toast or crackers. These meals can fulfill all of these priorities and still be a food budget saver.

I love these kinds of meals because they can also be easy to prepare. My time is limited and my imagination is as well. Meals need to be either quickly prepared, or something that I can throw in my crockpot and let it cook all day. Let me share with you some of my favorites.

For easy-to-prepare soups, I rely on those staples I have in my pantry. This is a great time to open cans, throw it in a pan, bring it up to simmering and serve — meals accomplished in 30 minutes or less.

Black bean soup is a favorite at my house. Brown 1 pound of sausage (moose is my favorite), add ½ cup each of onions and peppers, and sauté. Add 1 can of tomatoes with green chilies and a drained can of black beans (or other type of bean if you prefer), then season with chili powder, cumin, salt and pepper. You can feed four people at a little over $1 a person and still have enough leftovers for your lunch the next day.

Chicken vegetable soup is another favorite. It only takes one chicken breast or two thighs to have plenty of meat for soup. Cook your chicken in boiling water for about 20 minutes, bone and chop. Add a can of mixed vegetables or 2 cups of frozen vegetables. Add chicken broth granules and water. While this is simmering, prepare 1 cup of your favorite pasta or noodles. Drain noodles and add to the simmering soup. This is another budget-friendly meal that checks in at $7.75 to serve 6 people.

My kids always laugh at my hunter’s stew. Mama hunts through the refrigerator and everything goes in the pot! Repurposing those leftovers can make for great soups in a short time. Leftover roast or steak chopped up or ground meat (with whatever seasoning
you desire) can go straight into the broth to form the base of the soup. Add any leftover vegetables you might have or add chopped potatoes and carrots and season to taste. I keep a bag in my freezer with those small amounts of vegetables too small to serve, but too good to throw away. You might be surprised at the flavor and thickness that scalloped potatoes or spaghetti sauce adds to your soup.

One of my favorite leftover soups is jambalaya, or at least what passes for this Creole dish in my house. I usually brown chopped onions and peppers and add a can of well-seasoned tomatoes. Chopped ham, chicken, browned sausage or other leftover meats go in next along with chicken broth. Add a bag of frozen okra and cook until okra is just barely soft. The final step is to add ½ pound of cooked shrimp. You don’t need the big shrimp for this dish; in fact, the little ones work best. Heat until the shrimp are hot and serve over cooked rice. This is a great dish at a cost of $10, but you will find it easily feeds 6 to 8 people depending on whether you have one of my sons at the table.

Mixed bean soup is one of our favorite soups that is done in the crockpot. You can buy a 13 bean soup for $2.50 a pound, or you can make your own for $1.40 a pound. Purchase 1-pound bags of as many types of beans as your family likes — black-eyed peas, pintos, white beans, lentils, split peas, kidney beans, limas, great northern beans, cranberry beans, etc. Pour all of them in a big container and mix it up. To prepare the beans, add 3 cups of beans to 6 cups of water in a pan. Bring it to a boil, turn it off and let it set for 30 to 45 minutes. Drain the water as this has all the dissolved carbohydrates that cause those unfortunate intestinal upsets. Add fresh water and cook on the top of the stove for 1½ to 2 hours or in the crockpot for 5 to 6 hours. I add one can of seasoned tomatoes at the end and season to taste.

Try one of these ideas for a budget-friendly meal that is highly nutritious. And as our days get shorter, a little comfort food never hurts.
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